Tasks to do this week:
- Meet with Kurt on Tuesday
  - for questions on technology
- Meet with SE senior project team on Thursday
  - for general questions
- Decide on methodology
- Brainstorm on what technology to use after meeting with Kurt

Question for Kurt:
- What environment would you suggest or have in mind?
- Will there be nightly builds?
- How is it deployed?
- What scripts do you already have?
- Is communication through email with you (Kurt) be acceptable?

Question for other SE senior team:
- How did you approach your problem?
- How long did you wait/How many weeks did it take before implementation?
- What was the technology difficulty on the project? What technology knowledge did the team lack while working on the project?
- Did you guys use any special SVN?
- What technology did you guys use?
- What was it like to develop with classes occupying your time?